Get your party started with Showbolt
Finding that extra ‘something’ to elevate your event that provides unique, shareable
memories and makes your guests feel like Hollywood royalty is no easy task.
But it’s not impossible.
It’s time to introduce the Showbolt.

Showbolt is an interactive camera robot that has been making waves at the biggest Alist events in the world, including the Oscars, TV Baftas and the Grammy Awards, and
is set to become the hottest attraction at the most exclusive events and weddings of
the season.
Give your guests the red-carpet experience as they strut and pose with the Showbolt
and into your reception. Taking the photo booth to the next level with fast, sweeping
camera moves and cool slow-motion action, it gives everyone’s best moves the full
music video treatment.
You’ll be the talk of the town as your guests will look and feel like the A-list stars as
they share their stunning video selfies. Interactive, original and fun, the Showbolt brings
a touch of glamour and excitement to any event, creating lasting memories that will
elevate your guests' experience.
But seeing is believing, so take a look at what it can do. Cocktails at the ready?
Watch the Showbolt showreel here.
CEO Assaff Rawner said ‘We’re thrilled to be able to unveil the Showbolt. We believe
that it will soon become the must-have attraction for every event, giving guests fun,
unique and shareable video experiences. Showbolt creates an instant talking point and
puts the host right at the forefront of entertainment and event innovation.’

Hiring the Showbolt for your event easy. We provide everything including the camera,
lighting, effects and final editing as part of our package. To find out more, give us a call
on +44 (0)1342 838000 or email at hello@showbolt.com
www.showbolt.com
###
About MRMC
Mark Roberts Motion Control (MRMC) is a Nikon Group company. MRMC is on the front line of imaging innovation and
is the leading manufacturer of cutting-edge solutions for motion control, automation, broadcast robotics and remote
image capture. They design, manufacture and assemble robotic rigs, pan-tilt and multi-axis robotic heads and tracking
technologies. MRMC’s robotic and software solutions are used all over the world by film studios, sports broadcasters,
football leagues and more. Class-leading technical and engineering achievements have earned MRMC several industry
awards in the past 50 years. For more information, visit www.mrmoco.com. In 2016, MRMC was acquired by Nikon
Corporation

